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1. Housing Numbers for the Neighbourhood Plan
(Produced in Jan 2018)
1.1

Target numbers and windfall sites

The target set by Hart District Council for the Crondall Neighbourhood Plan (NP) on the 9th February
2017 was for 66 new houses over the plan period of 2016 to 2032. However, the New Hart District
Council (Reg 19) Draft local Plan for Hart District Council Cabinet of 6th January 2018 does not give a
target for Crondall and leaves it to the Neighbourhood Plan. We plan to continue with the
Neighbourhood Plan close to this number. Our Housing and Economic Needs Assessment indicates
that this is correct.
Since the work on the Neighbourhood Plan started on the 21st June 2016, 10 additional dwellings
have been approved and 1 more (potential) dwelling has been validated by Hart District Council
which has a reasonable probability of approval. 4 more were granted in May 2016 which count in
Hart District Council’s planning year which starts on 1st April 2016, making 15 in the planned period.
The historic Windfall build rate in Crondall Parish (2001 – 2017) is: 2.0/yr. Hence over the remaining
plan period (2018 – 2032) a total of 28 might be expected. However as these are not certain, only
57% of this figure is assumed, giving a windfall allowance of 12.
The resulting total to be planned as identified development sites is therefore: 66-15-12 = 39.

Figure 1. Summary of dates and key figures
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Key Dates

1.2

The following key dates are defined for the purposes of calculation: Working Group formed and work started on the Neighbourhood Plan
Crondall Neighbourhood Plan Area approved by Hart Cabinet
Hart Cabinet paper proposed 66 new houses including windfalls.
List of NP Sites frozen for Site Assessment Consultation
Hart new Draft Local Plan approved at Cabinet
Crondall Neighbourhood Plan including draft site assessment
Crondall Neighbourhood Plan “Made” date is estimated as
assuming the consultation and referendum processes proceed as planned

21st June 2016
1st Sept 2016
9th Feb 2017
24th July 2017
6th Jan 2018
9th Jan 2018
Dec 2018

Table 1. Summary of key dates

Basis for counting

1.3

The determination of the key figures for Neighbourhood Planning purposes is defined as follows:

Hart District Council Requirement
Hart District Council Reg 18 Draft Local Plan (April 2017): Identifies Crondall’s target as 66 in Para
112
Hart District Council Reg 19 New Draft Local Plan January 2018 does not set a specific target for
Crondall Parish and leaves it to the Neighbourhood Plan to propose the number of sites to be
developed.
It has established a 16-year time frame of 1st April 2016 to 2032 with a plan for 6,346 new homes.

Locally Calculated OAHN
The Crondall Objectively Assessed Housing Needs Assessment Paper proposes 50 to 60 new
dwellings over the next 16 years to 2032 (NP Plan Period) including social housing and there should
be a preference for one and two-bedroom properties for new home owners or for villagers to
downsize into. This is supported by the results of the Questionnaire and the feedback from the Sites
Consultation.

Applications Approved Since 1 April 2016
The following applications have been Granted (including clearing conditions) since 1 April 2016, that
create an additional 14 dwellings.
•
•
•
•
•

Finns Industrial Park, Bowenhurst Lane. 16/00471/PRIOR, 22/02/16: +4 net dwellings
Blue Bell Lodge, Rye Common Lane. 16/03269/FUL, 06/02/17: +1 net dwelling
Clare Park Retirement Residences 15/02977/FUL Cleared 27/02/17: +7 dwellings
Clifton Barn 16/02758/PRIOR Change from Agricultural Given 14/12/16: +1 dwelling
The Bourne, Redlands Lane 17/00851/FUL 20/06/2017: +1 net dwelling
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Applications in process before the NP is “made”
These only include applications that have been submitted to Hart District Council and have been
validated and are considered to have a reasonable possibility of being granted.
•
•

•

The Horns 17/02041/FUL: +1 net dwelling if approved
Gazing’s Farm 17/02364/FUL has been validated by Hart District Council, but with objections
from the Parish Council and the Hart Conservation Officer, with non-conformance to several
saved policies, it is not considered a likely success.
Broden Stables 16/02377/FUL (appeal) is due for consideration in Q1/2018 and will be
resisted by: Hart District Council, Parish Council, Crondall Society, Action Group and
residents.

There may be other applications that will be approved before the “NP made date” in December
2018 that are not in the list of NP Sites that were frozen on 24th July 2017 in preparation for the
Site Assessment Consultation. Any Applications that are granted after this date will be
considered as “Windfall”. Several other sites are being put forward as Pre-Apps which have not
been included and if approved would become Windfalls.
The New Reg 19 Draft Local Plan p127 defines Windfall sites as “Sites which have not been
specifically identified as available in the Local Plan process. They normally comprise previously
developed sites that have unexpectedly become available.” This definition has also been applied
to the Neighbourhood Planning process.
In calculating the numbers there will be no double counting between the Granted, In Process,
Planned site and Windfall sites.

Historic Windfall Development Rate
The following applications have been granted in Crondall (based on the reduced Parish size since the
re-definition of the boundary with the split from Ewshot 1st April 2010). The list includes a small
number of separated dwellings that have been consolidated.
Ref. No
01/01294/FUL
04/02604/FUL
05/02383/FUL
06/02770/FUL
08/03423/FUL
09/02885/FUL
10/00684/FUL
11/01003/FUL
11/01063/FUL
14/00354/FUL
14/01289/FUL

Net Gain
3
2
1
1
-1
1
1
2
3
1
1

Ref No
14/01491/FUL
14/01653/FUL
14/02297/FUL
15/02191/LDC
15/02873/LBC
15/02902/FUL
15/02977/FUL
16/00471/PRIOR
16/00766/FUL
17/00851/FUL

Net Gain
1
3
1
1
-2
1
6
4
1
1

Table 2. Summary of net dwellings granted permission (1/10/2001 to 1/1/2018)

1/10/2001 to 1/1/2018 = 32 net new dwellings, => 2.0/yr.
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Over the 14-year Plan period (2018 – 2032), this implies 28 dwellings that might be expected to
come forward via this route. However, the rate of delivery has slowed down in recent years as the
density within the settlement boundary has reached a natural limit. A small number of these sites
might be considered as Garden Sites which Hart District Council might exclude. Hence to avoid any
over-counting and pursue a pragmatic approach, the expected figure is moderated by 57%, to define
a Windfall expectation of 12 dwellings over the plan period.

Assumptions and Principles

1.4
•

•
•
•

Crondall NP target for new homes can include a reasonable allocation of “windfall” based on
historic rates (with pragmatic moderation) using the same process as in the New Hart
District Council Reg 19 Draft Local Plan p137
Site allocation and housing numbers cannot be an exact science. The aim is to have
“reasonable probability” of delivering the target over the plan period
“Granted” has been taken to mean the date that Hart District Council approved the
application and that the development will be completed in a reasonable timescale.
The definition of Garden Sites needs to be clarified and where they contribute to the
planned numbers in the Hart District Council New Local plan
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2. Site Assessment Report
(Produced in February 2018)
2.1

Assessment Methodology and Site Selection for Development

The first stage was to determine the availability of sites within the wider Parish. There were several
existing SHLA sites that had been previously identified by Hart District Council as part of the Local
Plan process. The Call for Sites section of the NP Questionnaire asked for further sites to be notified
to the Working Group and a number of additional potential sites were identified as a result. Some of
these were submitted by planning consultants working on behalf of local landowners and others
were suggested by local residents. These sites were all allocated a CRON reference to identify them
separately from the existing SHLA sites.
All the sites were reviewed to ensure that they were legitimately available sites. Some of the
suggestions were speculative in that they were sites that were not legitimate or were ones that may
become available in the future and as such were not considered as viable as part of this review. This
resulted in a total of 25 sites for further review.
The site list was formally closed at the CPC meeting on 24th July 2017. Further sites that become
available will be considered when the Neighbourhood Plan is formally reviewed and updated.
Meetings were held with developers and landowners (where possible) to understand the extent of
the proposals both in terms of availability of land and suggested housing numbers. Some of the sites
already had planning applications submitted or had generated detailed proposals. A few sites were
at a very early stage and the owners had not considered any housing numbers or possible design.
Following this 2 of the SHLA sites were excluded from the next stage of the process as they were not
available as development sites at this time. These were: SHLA72

(Four Acre Field)

This was rejected as a potential site by Hart District Council in
their analysis in November 2016 and the current landowner has
indicated that it is not currently available for development.

SHLA75

(The Paddocks)

This has now received planning permission for an existing
property to be converted so the land is not available for
development.

All the landowners were contacted prior to the Site Exhibition in October 2018 to obtain their
approval to being included and as a result one landowner withdrew their site as they did not wish
the site to be included in the current Neighbourhood Plan.
This left 22 sites for further analysis to identify the suitability of the sites for development. The full
list is below:
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Reference
SHL73A

Location
Land west of Crondall

SHL74A

Land north west of Crondall

SHL76

Parsonage Meadow, Croft Lane,

SHL159A

Land at Dippenhall Street

SHL 178

Broden Stables Redlands Lane

SHL179/
CRON 01
CRON 02
CRON 03

Mill Lane East of Bowenhurst

CRON 04

Clifton Barn at end of Croft Lane

CRON 08

Existing Phantom Motors Site

CRON 09
CRON 10

Phantom Motors Garage to Bowling Alley
Hurst House, Bowling Alley

CRON 11

Bowling Alley

CRON 19

The Horns

CRON 20

Windamoor Farm

CRON 21
CRON 22
CRON 23

The Bungalow, Pankridge Street
Marsh Farm Business Park
Land north of Erlands House in Bowling
Alley
Itchel Manor
Upper Clare Park Farm
Lower Clare Park Farm
17-19 St Cross Road

CRON 24
CRON 25
CRON 26
CRON 27

Well Road
Clare Park Development

Comment
Dropped by Hart District Council in
November 2016 but developer
wants site to be reconsidered.
Field behind the Scout Hut from
Lefroy’s Feld to Bowling Alley
Several applications previously
refused, 2 at appeal. New PreApplication submitted.
Land on the right of road to
Farnham
Recent planning application refused
in April 2017. Developer likely to
appeal.
Developer has submitted suggested
plans to CPC for discussion
Field behind Hook Meadow
Application for 6 units granted
already
Application for change of use and
plans for 1 house granted. PreApplication for 2 properties now
submitted
Dependent on relocation of
Phantom Motors
Site next to existing kennels
Additional housing alongside
existing house
Additional housing adjacent to
Hurst House
Conversion to residential approved.
Plans for one dwelling withdrawn
Land off Doras Green Lane currently
used for industrial purposes.
Site of 1 bungalow with garden
Conversion to residential
Potential to build 1 or 2 houses
Additional house in grounds
Conversion of farm buildings
Conversion of farm buildings
In fill, for 2 properties

Table 3. Sites for Consideration
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2.2

Housing Development Site Criteria

In order to identify the most appropriate sites for housing development to contribute towards the
housing target for the Parish agreed by the Parish Council of 40-45 dwellings, a methodology for
assessing the sites was devised.
A list of ten criteria based on the then existing Hart District Council Local Policy framework and the
NPPF (2012) along with the results of the Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire and responses was
drawn up and this was subsequently approved by the NPWG having been reviewed by our
Consultant. This was subsequently amended following feedback from the Site Exhibition in October
2017 to add in a further criterion to cover the Social Contribution Value of a site.
A full description of the criteria is included in the table below along with the specific reasons for
inclusion, with regard to the questionnaire responses, Local Plan policies and the NPPF (2012)
policies.
Criteria

Description

Reason for Inclusion

Policy Reference

The access to the new
properties is good with clear
site lines and low impact on
the existing roadway and/or
junction.
Traffic in and out if the site
will not cause any safety
concerns to local residents.
Infrastructure Will it be easy to get Water,
Electricity, Sewerage etc. into
and out of the site?
Impact on existing
sewer/water waste system.

Traffic and safety were the
biggest concerns for
residents, particularly the
volume of traffic passing
through the centre of the
village

NPPF Policy 4
Promoting sustainable
transport
Para 32 Safe and
suitable access to the
site can be maintained
for all people.

Essential for the site to be
developed without major
dependency on
infrastructure providers.
(Utility companies)

Sustainable
Location

New houses should be able
to access local amenities
without significantly
increasing the traffic flow.

NPPF Para 162
Consider: The
sufficiency and
capacity of
wastewater
infrastructure
NPPF Policy 3
Supporting a
prosperous rural
economy

Access &
Safety

PDL

Rural Impact

The site is located in a
position that will enable
access to key services and
facilities within the
community.
The site is on Previously
Developed Land or a Brown
Field site. Has there been
some non-agricultural
building on the site
previously?
Will the site impact on the
rural landscape? Will it
contribute towards
urbanisation of the
countryside?

Crondall Parish Council

Development on brown
field sites is encouraged by
Hart District and was also
flagged by respondents as
an important consideration
in identifying sites.
This was an important
factor for the refusal on
Broden Stables that has
just been decided by Hart
District Council with
specific reference to
policies GEN1 and RUR2.

NPPF Para 17.8 and
111. Annex 2 excludes:
land that is or has
been occupied by
agricultural or forestry
buildings
NPPF Policy 11
Conserving and
enhancing the natural
/ valued environment
Para 109 – 113
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Criteria

Description

Reason for Inclusion

Policy Reference

Flood Risk

Is the site well clear of
regions of high flood risk and
not included flood zones 2
and 3?
Is it likely that the site will
contribute to unacceptable
levels of surface water run
off?
Is the site within or adjacent
to the Village Boundary
without impacting the
settlement pattern and
shape?

Flooding was the 4th most
important concern for
respondents
Hart District Council have
already discounted sites
within flood zones 2 and 3.

NPPF Policy 10
Meeting the challenge
of climate change,
flooding and coastal
change.

CON22 does not allow
development that
adversely affects the
character or setting of a
settlement or leads to the
loss of important area of
open countryside.
CON13 does not allow
development that will
cause demonstrable harm
to the character of the
Conservation Area.
95% of respondents said
the Conservation Area
should be maintained

NPPF Policy 6
Para 55. Avoid new
isolated homes in the
countryside

86% of respondents
wanted to maintain Local
Gaps to avoid convergence
of settlements
Half of the respondents
nominated specific
locations as green spaces
with 265 suggestions made.
88% of respondents
supported more being
done to encourage wildlife
through the use of green
spaces.
The District has a 40%
Affordable Housing target,
the Parish has a need as
identified in the Survey and
OAHN and the Parish
should benefit from
development

Hart District Council
Local Development
Plan Para 158

Settlement
Area

Conservation

Local Gaps

Will the development
preserve or enhance the
Conservation Area,
particularly the views in and
out of the village?
Would development of the
site impact any heritage
assets or listed buildings and
their curtilage?
Will the site reduce the
appearance and scale of an
important local gap?

Green Spaces

Will the site detract from a
Green Space that has been
proposed in the
Neighbourhood Plan

Social
Contribution
Value

Will the site contribute to
Affordable Housing and S106
contributions?

NPPF Policy 12
Conserving and
enhancing the historic
environment
NPPF Policy 7
Requiring good design

NPPF Policy 8
Promoting healthy
communities.

NPPF 6.47 OAHN/AF –
identifying key sites
NPPF 9.89 – limited
infilling in Rural Areas
NPPF 9.159 –
Addressing the needs
of all types of housing

Table 4. Site Assessment Criteria – from NPPF
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2.3

Site Scoring

The criteria were considered and scored individually by three members of the NPWG who were not
part of the site assessment group. This formed the basis of the RAG status presented at the Site
Exhibition in October 2017. Feedback from the parishioners and developers informed some
amendments to the scoring and the resulting scores were reviewed and endorsed by the NPWG.
Once the sites had been scored, they could be put into rank order according to their total scores.
The score sheet and rank order for all sites assessed is illustrated at Appendix 1.
A line was drawn between those sites ranked with a positive total score and those with a zero or
negative score. Approximate housing capacities for the positive scoring sites were then examined.
This was based on the meetings that had been held with the potential developers for the sites or on
information submitted to Hart District Council as part of a planning application or pre-app.
The site scoring has resulted in the ranking of sites as shown in Table 5.
SHLAA/
CRON
Number

Description

CRON 27
SHL 179
CRON 03
CRON 21
CRON 08
CRON 19
CRON 22
CRON 20
CRON 26
CRON 25
CRON 24
SHL159A

17-19 St Cross Road
Mill Lane East of Bowenhurst
Clare Park Private Retirement Residences
The Bungalow Pankridge St.
Existing Phantom Motors Site
The Horns
Marsh Farm Business Park
Windamoor Farm
Lower Clare Park Farm
Upper Clare Park Farm
Itchel Manor Paddock
Land at Dippenhall Street

CRON 04
CRON 10
CRON 23
CRON 11
SHL76
SHL74A
CRON 09
SHL73A
CRON 02
SHL 178

Clifton Barn at end of Croft Lane
Hurst House, Bowling Alley
Land North of Erlands House Bowling Alley
Redfield land, Bowling Alley
Parsonage Meadow, Croft Lane,
Land north west of Crondall
Phantom Motors Garage to Bowling Alley
Land west of Crondall
Well Road Field
Broden Stables Redlands Lane

TOTAL
SCORE

Net Site Cumulative
Yield
Site Yield

RANK

9
7
7
7
6

1
2
3
3
5

2
33
0
1
4

2
35
35
36
40

6

6

0

40

5
4
4
4
1
1

7
8
8
10
11
12

7
5
2
2
1
22

47
52
54
56
57
79
79

13
13
13
16
16
18
19
20
21
21

1
7
3
25
7
66
0
10
10
30

80

0
0
-1
-1
-1
-3
-3
-4
-4

0
0

Table 5. Site Scores and Ranking
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2.4

Site Selection

An initial selection of considered sites are those sites that score positively (>1). All sites below this
threshold were de-selected.
It should be noted that Broden Stables (SHL179) was the lowest scoring site but at that time was
subject to an Appeal. The appeal has since been allowed but this is now being challenged in court.
Until such time as the result of this is known we are continuing to work on the basis of the work
undertaken to date.
Thirteen sites are available for consideration that provide a positive contribution. However, of these
sites, two (CRON 03 and Cron19) have been included in the ‘Granted’ or ‘In-Progress’ category
(Figure 1). A further site at Clifton Barn (CRON 04), despite falling below the threshold, has already
received ‘Prior Approval’ and accounted for 1 dwelling in Figure 1. Latest proposals indicate that this
site will yield a further additional (1) dwelling.
The sites that were therefore considered for selection with details are as follows:
CRON 27: 17-19 St Cross Road
The proposal is for 2 small houses on the site of existing garages. No formal plan has been received
at this stage.
SHLA 179: Mill Lane
A Pre-App was submitted in September 2017. No comment has been made by Hart District Council
at this stage. The proposal is for a development of 33 dwellings being a mixture of 2, 3 and 4 bed
units including 2 bungalows. 13 are affordable including 5 with shared ownership. There is also a
proposal to widen the existing access road all the way round and increase the specification. It is
likely that additional works would be required on the A287 to assure safety owing to additional
traffic.
CRON 21: The Bungalow
The proposal was for 3 small houses with access to the north of the site. It is now known that access
at this point will not be allowed. If selected, the plan will need to be amended and will probably
reduce to 2 houses with access from Pankridge Street. This gives a net yield of 1 additional dwelling.
CRON 08: Phantom Motors Site
A Pre-App was submitted in September 2017. The proposal is for 5 small houses. The response to
the pre-app stated that “this proposal….is not likely to be supported. The number of properties and
scale would have to be reduced to achieve satisfactory internal/external residential amenity…”
Owing to the Planning advice and knowledge of the site it has been assumed that the yield would be
limited to 4, from the proposed 5.
The site is also dependent upon suitable premises being found for the relocation of the Phantom
Motors Business. The proposed site falls within the proposed Local Gap and has previously been
refused at appeal. Therein the yield from this site carries a high risk of non-conversion.
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CRON 22: Marsh Farm
No plans have been submitted at this stage. The owner of the site believes that the site will be
available for existing business units to be converted into residential units with the potential for an
estimated 7 smaller dwellings. The commercial reason for conversion is owing to the investment
required to maintain the Business Park to meet EPC regulations.
CRON 20: Windamoor Farm
No plans have been submitted at this stage. The site is used for heavy plant refurbishment and sales.
The existing farm dwelling and barns units would to be converted to residential. Yield is expected to
be 6 in total with a net of 5 dwellings. The owner has 2 existing premises with sufficient capacity to
relocate the business, without loss of employment.
CRON 25 & 26: Lower Clare Park Farm and Upper Clare Park Farm
No plans have been submitted at this stage. There is a possibility of building one or two
‘employee/rental’ cottages on each site in the future.
CRON 24: Itchel Manor Paddock
Potential to develop 1 additional house on the site of the paddock.
SHLA 159: Land at Dippenhall Street
Development of 22 units with a mix of 2, 3 and 4-bedroom units, 9 affordable and 13 market value.
The Landowner is considering retaining the ownership of the affordable units and managing the
rental to ensure they remain affordable for those with a local connection (displacing a 3rd party
housing association). Existing access retained and preservation of existing tree and hedge screening.
New footpaths to link the site to St Cross estate for safe access to school, large community open
space and parking.

2.5

Considerations

We knew from the questionnaire responses that there was a preference for development to be
spread across a number of sites rather than being concentrated in one place. In addition, it was clear
that the number and size of sites identified would in total provide housing far in excess of the
number of housing units required.
Following publication of a revised draft of the Hart District Council Local Plan in January 2018 a
report was prepared to calculate the number of houses to be provided in the Neighbourhood Plan.
This report (included above) provided a figure of 39 houses to be identified.
We also knew that in order to provide the required level of affordable housing needed in the Parish,
one large site would have to be included.

Crondall Parish Council
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The NPWG proposed that the Plan should target a higher number than this to ensure sufficient
housing over the Plan period and a target of 40-45 houses was subsequently approved by the Parish
Council.
The NPWG therefore outlined a number of options based on the need to provide this level of
housing.

Site Down Selection

2.6

Three primary considerations existed in the site down-selection:
•
•
•

ensuring a suitable supply of ‘social’ housing,
achieving a sensible 16-year Plan yield which meets the District aspirations
allowing for a risk of non-conversion.

For this purpose, Table 6 shows the cumulative total excluding risk of conversion from the CRON08
site (Phantom Motors). Three options were identified which allow for differing total yields and
identifying the percentage that would be Affordable homes as defined in planning terms. Owing to
the nature of the existing building density within the existing Crondall settlement area, no sites
within the settlement area yield any ‘Affordable’ homes. In order to ensure that there is an
appropriate supply of affordable housing at least one large site, outside the settlement boundary
needs to be included.
SHLAA/
CRON
Number

Description

CRON 27
SHL 179
CRON 03
CRON 21
CRON 08
CRON 19
CRON 20
CRON 04

17-19 St Cross Road
Mill Lane East of Bowenhurst
Clare Park Private Retirement Residences
The Bungalow Pankridge St.
Existing Phantom Motors Site
The Horns
Windamoor Farm
Clifton Barn at end of Croft Lane

YIELD
Net Site Cumulative EXCLUDING
RANK Yield Site Yield
RISK
1
2
3
3
5

2
33
0
1
4

2
35
35
36
40

2
35
35
36
36

6

0

40

36

8
13

5
1

45
46

41
42

CRON 22 Marsh Farm Business Park
CRON 26 Lower Clare Park Farm
CRON 25 Upper Clare Park Farm

7

7

53

49

8
10

2
2

55
57

51
53

CRON 24 Itchel Manor Paddock
SHL159A Land at Dippenhall Street

11
12

1
22

58
80

54
76

Option 1
Option 2

Option 3

Table 6. Site comparison and Selection
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Option 1
8 sites, ranked 1-6, 8 &13, above the green line in Table 3.
This includes; the Mill Lane site with a large Affordable element, supports the redevelopment of The
Bungalow and shows support for the redevelopment of the Phantom Motors site. Windamoor Farm
has been elevated above Marsh Farm owing to nil job or
Option 1
business impact at Windamoor Farm and the potential
Total Plan (inc Risk)
46
advantage of retaining local business and jobs at Marsh
Total Plan (Risk Removed)
42
Farm. This would yield a de-risked total of 42 or gross 46
% Affordable
31%
and 13 (31%) affordable homes.

Option 2
As Option 1, including Marsh Farm delivering a higher derisked total of 49 or gross 53. Affordable remains at 13
(27%).

Option 2
Total Plan (inc Risk)
53
Total Plan (Risk Removed)
49
% Affordable
27%

Option 3
As per Option 2, yet including CRON 25&26. This provides
for a total without risk of 53.

Total Plan (inc Risk)
Total Plan (Risk Removed)
% Affordable

Option 3
57
53
25%

The NPWG voted in favour of Option 1. This was subsequently approved by the Parish Council at its
meeting on 26th February 2018.

Remaining sites
If Itchel Manor Paddock (CRON 24) does go ahead this would be considered as windfall.
Land at Dippenhall (SHLAA 159A) would not be considered owing to the site scoring and the
contribution exceeding the Plan requirement.

Crondall Parish Council
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2.7

Post Regulation 14 Update

Following the feedback received as part of the Regulation 14 consultation process it was necessary
to make some changes to the site selection.
CRON 08 Phantom Motors
The risk associated with the inclusion of Phantom Motors and its successful conversion was
identified and communicated at the public Site Exhibition and within the Regulation 14 process.
Phantom Motors site is in flood zone 3 and professional advice directed that a requirement to
perform a successful Sequential and Exception test to obtain development approval would be
required. Alternatively the Environment Agency definition of the flood Zone would need to be
successfully challenged and their maps re-drawn. There was a further risk associated with the
dependency on finding an alternative site, suitable for the business to relocate, which undermines
the deliverability of the site within the Plan.
The site remains as a development opportunity for the owners and in the event a successful
application is made this would be regarded as windfall within the Neighbourhood Plan.
CRON 20 Windamoor Farm
The feedback received from Hart indicated that this was not a sustainable site and that it was
contrary to the new Policy SS1 in the Submitted Local Plan. The site therefore has been removed.
CRON 22 Marsh Farm
The site offers a positive opportunity to redevelop a brownfield site for residential purposes. It is
also well-positioned in relation both to Crondall and Mill Lane. The site originally scored higher than
Windamoor Farm but was not down selected owing to a potential a loss of employment.
Since the original site selection process, the owner of this site has applied for and received Prior
Approval for to a Change of Use from premises in Light Industrial Use (Class B1 c)) and any land
within its curtilage to dwelling houses (Class C3), on two of the three locations at Marsh Farm. In
spite of conversion from B1c to C3, notice to relocate existing businesses may not directly lead to a
loss of employment.
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3. Local Gap
3.1

Justification and Definition

Through Neighbourhood Plans, local communities are provided with the opportunity to define
existing and/or designate new Gaps. This does not apply where an existing Gap serves to prevent
coalescence between settlements that lie in different Parishes or Designated Neighbourhood Plan
areas. In such circumstances the boundaries will be defined in a separate development plan
document, such as a Local Plan or the respective Parishes can jointly prepare a Neighbourhood Plan
to coordinate the designation of a Gap.
The primary function of a Local Gap is to prevent the visual coalescence of settlements. They provide
an effective means of shaping local patterns of development when proposed alongside positively
made site allocations to reflect the stated Spatial Plan.
The emerging Hart District Council Local Plan has not defined a Local Gap for Crondall Parish owing
to the Hart Local Plan not allocating any developments adjacent to the Parish. This Neighbourhood
Plan proposes a Gap north of the settlement of Crondall and south of the settlement of Mill Lane.

Figure 2. Local Gap detail

This Local Gap follows natural and well-defined features, is restricted in size to limit the area
between two defined settlements of Crondall and Mill Lane and incorporates; defined historic
woodland, five registered footpaths and Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINCs).
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The principle of establishing a Gap is consistent with national policy wherein the NPPF does not
specifically refer to Gaps, it does however state in paragraph 157, Bullet point 7 “Plans should
identify land where development would be inappropriate, for instance because of its environmental
or historic significance.” Also, the NPPF paragraph 17 – bullet point 5 states “Planning should …
recognise (ing) the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside and support (ing) thriving rural
communities within it;” The Hart Local Plan: Strategy and Sites 2016 - 2032 Topic Paper: Gaps
between Settlements (page 5 No.7) makes clear that ‘some development may still take place within
Gaps under Policy NBE1’. Therein it defines the criteria and stresses that ‘development will not be
permitted in Gaps if they adversely impact on the physical separation of, impact on individual
settlement identities or lead to the visual coalescence of settlements. Gaps identify specific, targeted
areas of countryside where the issue or threat of settlement coalescence must be taken into account
when determining a planning application’.
The Local Gap area contains numerous features of interest for protection and preservation of the
landscape, flora and fauna. The definition of a Local Gap helps to bind these together preserving
their individual character and maintaining green corridors between such special sites.

Figure 3. Local Gap in the context of adjacent conurbation areas, existing Local Gaps and major developments
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Comparison to Other Local Gaps in Hart

3.2

The proposed Local Gap is shown in Figure 4 in comparison with other Local Gaps in Hart taken from
Figure 3 In the Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites as part of Policy SS1 (Spatial Strategy and
Distribution of Growth). The proposed gap in Crondall Parish is: •
•
•
•

Comparable in scale and size
Well positioned compared to other gaps
Logically positioned to preserve the 3 distinct settlements of Bowling Alley, Mill Lane and
Crondall.
Maintains a sense of departure from the busy A287 and Crookham in the north and the rural
historic village of Crondall to the south

Figure 4. Comparison with other Local Gaps in Hart
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3.3

Landscape Character

Overall the proposed Local Gap has high landscape character value, as assessed by Hart and
Hampshire.

Hart Landscape Assessment
The landscape character within and beyond the Local Gap aligns with the typical high quality and
attractive character of Hampshire countryside, namely the rolling Hampshire chalk down lands
associated with Odiham and Crondall Parishes.
The area is defined as Category A or B in the Hart District Landscape Assessment1 owing to its high
frequency of woodland and strong hedgerow structure. Views over farmland, Chalk landscape and
the protected historic woodland at Hannams Copse. The open arable landscape has an attractive
rural and distinctive character which is impacted by the occasional sight of overhead power lines.
This Landscape Assessment has stood the test of time and is still valid.

Figure 5. Summary of landscape types (Hart Landscape Assessment,1997, Fig 4)

1

Hart District Landscape Assessment, Final Report, Scott Wilson Resource Consultants, April 1997
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Hart Landscape Capacity Study (2016)
The Hart Landscape Capacity Study was produced in 2016 to form part of the evidence base for the
Local Plan. It assesses the relative capacity of the landscape to accommodate development in the
rural areas of the District, outside of the established settlement. The defined Local Gap falls entirely
within the Local Character Area West of Crondall (ref. CR-01). This area receives the highest rating in
its overall assessment of land across the district, defining CR-01 as having a LOW Overall Landscape
Capacity. Low capacity is defined as ‘a landscape area that could not accommodate areas of new
development without a significant and adverse impact on the landscape character.

Figures 6 and 7. Extract from the Hart Landscape Capacity Study CR-01
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Local Character Area Details

Figure 8. Existing features within the proposed Local Gap

These landscape features are also highlighted in the interactive map of the Hampshire CC landscape
character areas assessment which is provided by an online tool at
http://maps.hants.gov.uk/LandscapeCharacterAreas/

3.4

Local Support

It is known from previous consultation exercises that many communities consider maintaining
separation between settlements to be an important issue. These concerns have been expressed
consistently over many years and more recently through the Crondall Neighbourhood Plan
questionnaire. 65% of respondents wanted a Local Gap and many went on to specify its location.
The area being proposed was the most highly rated specific location in the responses.

Figure 9. Q22 of the NP Questionnaire showed a strong interest in Local gaps, with the designated area highly
supported.
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This was followed by a specific Sites Consultation on the proposed sites and other spatial features in
2017, in which the proposed Local Gap (Crondall village to Mill Lane) was strongly supported.

Figure 10. The proposed Local Gap was very strongly supported during the Sites Consultation

This support for maintaining settlement character and identity has been reflected in previous Local
Plan ‘Gap policies’ which seek to prevent settlement coalescence between urban areas by
maintaining a clear visual and physical break in the built environment. The Crondall NP Local Gap
proposal was reduced in size, further to Reg. 14 feedback to better clarify its shape and role.
Settlement gap policies in Hampshire date back at least 30 years when they were included within the
South and Mid Hampshire Structure Plans (1988 and 1989). They were carried forward into the
Hampshire County Structure Plan 1994 and the Hampshire County Structure Plan 1996-2011. Hart
included 7 Local Gaps under policy CON21 in its “Hart District Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006:
Saved Policies”.
Hart proposed policy “NBE2 Gaps between Settlements” in its Reg 19 Local Plan containing 11 Local
Gaps underlining the importance that the community attaches to Local Gaps. Para 277 also
encouraged “Through Neighbourhood Plans it is open to local communities to define existing and/or
designate new Gaps.” and this invitation has been taken up by Crondall in consultation with Hart.
The need and pressure for development in the District (indeed South East England) over time has
meant that distances between settlements have diminished. Indeed some coalescence has
historically occurred between a number of local settlements, specifically;
•
•
•
•
•

Fleet – Church Crookham
Fleet – Crookham Village
Odiham – North Warnborough
Hook – Rotherwick (North)
Hook - Newnham (West)
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3.5

Criteria

Criteria
The designation is needed to retain the open
nature and/or sense of separation between
settlements
The land to be included within the gap performs
an important role in defining the settlement
character of the area and separating
settlements at risk of coalescence
The Gap’s boundaries should not preclude
provision being made for the development
proposed in Hart’s Local Plan of Crondall NP
The Gap should include no more land than is
necessary to prevent the coalescence of
settlements having regard to maintaining their
physical and visual separation

Assessment
Local development pressure is very high and
clarity is required to manage development in
this area and retain the visual gap ad
associated landscape value.
The land is mainly open fields with some
established large houses and occasional
agricultural facilities.
The boundaries are within the Parish and do
not interfere with Hart’s selected sites or
proposed NP development sites.
The Gap has been reduced in size. The
boundary is clearly defined, limited to the
minimum extent between the two settlements
and follows existing natural landscape
features.

Table 7. Summary of Local Gap criteria and assessment

3.6

Development Pressure

The Local Gap area has a few existing dwellings characterised by large houses with extensive
grounds and surrounding fields. A small cluster of houses exists along Bowling Alley based around
the original Toll Road. Such small clusters of houses are quite common in the parish and
surrounding areas.

Figure 11. Hart on-line mapping shows the multitude of planning applications in the Local Gap area over
recent years2

2

From http://maps.hart.gov.uk/hart.aspx
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Recent years have seen several significant development pressures on the areas between Crondall
Village and Mill Lane. Several large developers have stopped short of formal applications, but have
submitted intentions through Hart’s SHLAA system. Others have engaged with the NP process and
proposed sites that were objectively assessed as unsuitable. One has submitted an outline
application that was refused by Hart.

Figure 12. The Local Gap area has been the subject of several speculative planning applications, requests and
intense development lobbying3

The strength of development pressure is therefore demonstrably intense and the concern is that
without additional and clear protection at a strategic level, other methods will be used to slowly
erode this gap. The parish has noted recent applications for agricultural buildings in other areas,
followed by later requests for conversion under “Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (England) Order 2015” into residential dwellings. The Local Gap area contains several
existing agricultural sites that fall into this risk category. The designation of this area as a Local Gap
will help to increase the strength of planning guidance to funnel development into more appropriate
areas.

3.7

Consequences of Excluding a Local Gap Policy

Alternatives which have been considered as part of this review are:
A. Rely on Local Gap designation at Hart District level
B. No designated Gaps but maintaining gaps between settlements would be emphasised
through other policies such as countryside policy, design quality and spatial strategy. Some
reliance would be placed on other designations such as nature conservation and open space
designations to maintain gaps between settlements.
C. No designated gaps; allowing for some planned merging of settlements where it can be
demonstrated it is appropriate. Emphasis may be given to ensuring distinctive
‘neighbourhood identity’ is achieved.

3

From https://publicaccess.hart.gov.uk/online-applications/spatialDisplay.do?action=display&searchType=Application
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Option
A:
Rely on
Local Gap
designation
at Hart
District level

B:
No
designated
Gaps,
emphasise
other
policies

C:
No
designated
gaps

Relative merits for Development
Management Practice
Defined boundaries provide greater
certainty for applicants and officers of
where settlement gap considerations
should be given due weight.
Having defined boundaries can also
improve efficiency in terms of
identifying relevant policies to apply.
Avoids any confusion as to whether a
Strategic Gap should be given greater
weight than a Local Gap

Would reduce the number of policies
in the Local Plan but not necessarily
the detail or complexity of policies as
they may be required to perform
multiple functions.
Reliance on nature conservation or
open space designations to maintain
settlement separation could prove
limiting as land management and
development on these sites could
effectively reduce the physical or
visual separation between settlements
and contribute to a loss of individual
settlement character and identity.
Would increase uncertainty for
applicants and officers over the
appropriate protection of settlement
identity, leading to more Appeals and
extra cost, thus delay in the planning
process.
Would increase uncertainty for
applicants and officers of when
settlement gap considerations should
be given due weight.
Design issues which can be considered
more subjective (not to every one’s
taste) would become more critical as
applicants and officers would seek to
achieve and maintain distinctive
neighbourhoods. This would be a
significant challenge given that the
majority of sites come forward with
specialist companies that seek
weakness in policy designations and
implement standard house designs.

Crondall Parish Council

Relative merits for Crondall Local Gap
context
Gap designations provide greater
certainty that settlement gap
considerations will be taken into
account. Gap designation suits Crondall
in context in terms of population density,
tight settlement pattern, and community
desire to maintain individual settlement
character and identity. Clear Gap
definition will cause less confusion
Having a designated Gap defined on a
plan will assist in maintaining a coherent
settlement pattern, character and
identity, especially where there is a 5year land supply.
Would possibly result in a loss of
coherent settlement pattern, character
and identity as it relies on implementing
and enforcing a multitude of policies and
strategies.
Community would need convincing that
gaps between settlements could
effectively be maintained without a
special purpose policy and defined
boundaries.

Will result in a loss of coherent
settlement pattern, character and
identity and thereby create concern and
disharmony amongst residents.
Faith in the planning system would be
undermined through the lack of certainty
and inconsistency.
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Conclusion

3.8

The proposed Crondall NP Local Gap is necessary to:
•
•
•

Better manage development pressure in a more effective and efficient manner
Direct development towards existing settlement and prevent ribbon development along the
fragile visual landscape separating the 2 settlements
Prevent the coalescence of Mill Lane and Crondall village, while respecting the historic
development patterns that have emerged over centuries

The basis for Local Gaps is defined in NPPF and encouraged by Hart’s Local Plan. Reasonable
alternatives have been examined and found to be less than satisfactory in achieving the avoidance of
coalescence.
The proposed Local Gap is strongly supported by the community.
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4. Local Green Spaces
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2018

4.1

Planning policies and decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places. The NPPF
(2018) in Section 8 (Promoting Healthy and Safe Communities) paragraph 96 states that “Access to a
network of high-quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and physical activity is important for
the health and well-being of communities”.
Paragraph 99 goes on to state that “the designation of land as Local Green Space through local and
neighbourhood plans allows communities to identify and protect green areas of particular
importance to them. Designating land as Local Green Space should be consistent with the local
planning of sustainable development and complement investment in sufficient homes, jobs and other
essential services. Local Green Spaces should only be designated when a plan is prepared or updated,
and be capable of enduring beyond the end of the plan period”.
It goes on to state within paragraph 100 that the Local Green Space designation should only be used
where the green space is:
a) in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;
b) demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular local significance, for
example because of its beauty, historic significance, recreational value (including as a playing
field), tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; and
c) local in character and is not an extensive tract of land.
Note that policy for managing development within a Local Green Space should be consistent with
that for Green Belts.
Natural England also promotes a co-ordinated approach to Green Infrastructure planning in
Neighbourhood Plans and it is clear that securing Local Green Spaces is a key component in
delivering benefits such as recreation and biodiversity.
The designation of Local Green Space does not change existing rights of public access (or lack of) nor
does it change the ownership or management of the land.

Designation of Local Green Spaces for Crondall

4.2

The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (NPSG) identified valued open spaces within the Parish that
might qualify as Local Green Spaces, including open spaces that residents had identified in their
responses to the Questionnaire. Respondents also commented on the reasons for selecting sites and
the top 3 reasons given in a free format style were:
•
•
•

to retain the rural fee
to limit local development
to provide recreational facilities
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The areas proposed by the parishioners were reviewed and the following were identified as
qualifying for further review. In addition, a further 2 spaces were suggested for inclusion by our
Consultant.
Reference

Area

CLGS 1

Hook Meadow

CLGS 2

Farnham Road Recreation Ground

CLGS 3

Old Parsonage Meadow

CLGS 4

The Churchyard and Burial Ground

CLGS 5

Well Road

CLGS 6

Land East of Pankridge Street

CLGS 7

Four Acre Field

CLGS 8

The School Playing Fields

Table 8. Local Green Space Sites for further review

Information regarding all the spaces was included in the Site Exhibition material presented to the
public in October 2017 to enable them to give feedback.
The feedback provided following the Site Exhibition endorsed the use of Local Green Spaces with
over 80% of respondents agreeing with the proposal. Respondents also suggested a further 5 areas
that should be considered as Local Green Spaces, as follows:
Reference

Area

CLGS 9

SHLA 74

CLGS 10

SHLA 73

CLGS 11

SHLA 159

CLGS 12

Field opposite SHLA 159

CLGS 13

The land at the front of The Court

Table 9. Additional Local Green Spaces suggested by residents

The proposed Local Green Spaces were then assessed in accordance with the criteria set out in
section 77 of the NPPF (2012), now paragraph 100 in the NPPF (2018). This process resulted in the
following sites being removed from consideration for the reasons given

4.3

Sites Not Selected for Inclusion

CLGS 5 Well Road
The field connects the village to open surrounding countryside and the poplar trees on the northern
boundary are a local landmark. However, although the field adjoins Hook Meadow which gives it
some merit, the field is currently used for agricultural purposes and as such does not meet the
criteria
Crondall Parish Council
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CLGS 6 Land East of Pankridge Street
Whilst this is an important area of land as one enters the village from the North it is not sufficiently
close to the community to qualify as a Local Green Space.
CLGS 7 4 Acre Field
This is a field on the edge of the village and in agricultural use. The importance of the views to the
countryside and into and out of the field are not sufficient for this to be designated as a local green
space whilst it is in use for agriculture purposes.
CLGS 9 SHLA 74
This is a field on the outskirts of the village and is too far from the community to qualify as a Local
Green Space.
CLGS 10 SHLA 73
This is a field to the west of the settlement area and is in agricultural use. The importance of the
views to the countryside and into and out of the field are not sufficient for this to be designated as a
Local Green Space.
CLGS 11 SHLA 159
Owing to its location relative to the core of the village settlement and being an agricultural field, this
site will fail the requirement to be designated as a Local Green Space.
CLGS 12 Field opposite SHLA 159
Owing to its location relative to the core of the village settlement and being an agricultural field, this
site will fail the requirement to be designated as a Local Green Space.
CLGS 13 Land at the front of the Court
This is a small area of land in front of a residential building in the centre of the village off Croft Lane.
It does not have any special characteristics and would not therefore qualify as a Local Green Space.
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4.4

Proposed Sites

The following sites are proposed to be designated as Local Green Spaces. In their distinctive ways
the sites meet the criteria set out in the NPPF.
Name

Proximity

Local significance

Wildlife Value

CLGS 1
Hook
Meadow

Within the
village
settlement
boundary

The Poplar trees on the
northern boundary are a
local landmark

CLGS 2
Farnham
Road
Recreation
Ground

Located just
outside the
village
settlement
boundary

CLGS 3
Old
Parsonage
Meadow

Within the
village
settlement
boundary

Village playing field owned by
the Parish Council
Children’s playground
Access to Community facilities
Location of Community events
Important views to and from
the site across the
Conservation Area
Recreational ground owned by
the Parish Council
Playing field with football
pavilion
Entrance to village from
Farnham
Historic significance - link with
the Church and the Manor
House
Heart of Conservation Area
and back drop to many listed
buildings
Maintains rural character at
the centre of the village

CLGS 4
The
Churchyard
and Burial
Ground
CLGS 8 The
School
Playing Fields

Within the
village
settlement
boundary

Historical significance in
relation to the Church
Heart of the Conservation
Area
Site of the War Memorial
Recreational facilities for the
village school
Educational facilities
Conservation Area views from
All Saints Church

Within the
village
settlement
boundary

Size
(ha)
3.08

A variety of tree and
hedgerow planting around
the perimeter

1.56

Planted with a variety of
trees and hedgerows.
As an uncultivated site it
provides a sheltered
location for a variety of
wildlife including, rodents,
foxes, owls and nesting
birds.

1.25

Planted with a number of
significant trees. Various
nesting birds including
owls.

1.26

Surrounded by a variety of
trees and hedgerows.
Adjacent to CLGS 4 with
similar wildlife.

0.511

Table 10. Summary of proposed Local Green Space Sites

Further details of the sites and their special characteristics are set out below on a site by site basis.

Hook Meadow
The Crondall Conservation Area Character Appraisal and Management Proposals December 2016
(CCACAMP) noted that “Hook Meadow is a very important open green space and provides popular
sports and recreational facilities. Tall Lombardy poplar trees, planted in the late 1940s, are a special
feature along one of the boundaries.”
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Hook Meadow provides
significant views across the rural
landscape again as noted in the
CCACAMP, “The village itself is
mainly flat with slight gradients
in places. These are most
noticeable in Hook Meadow,
where there are particularly
notable views over the
undulating downland. This
provides an underlying geology
of chalk and flint, which
constitutes the principal feature of the
southern part of Hart District.”

Figure 13 Hook Meadow and its distinctive row of poplar trees

The document further states that “Crondall is surrounded by attractive countryside which is most
visually accessible in views from the village to the west, south and east of the village. Views from
Hook Meadow are perhaps the most important in the village, and take in the line of poplars with the
downland beyond”.

Figure 14. View across Hook Meadow

Hook Meadow is widely used as
a recreational space throughout
the year for a variety of
purposes. There is a wellmaintained Cricket Pitch which is
used by Crondall Cricket Club as
well as other clubs for regular
matches, a bowling green which
is used by the local Bowling Club
and a tennis court used by many
including regular coaching for
youngsters. The meadow is often
rented for use as a play and
exercise facility and is regularly
used by dog walkers

Hook Meadow also provides access to many of the local community facilities including the Village
Hall. the Church Rooms, and the Old Gym and provides parking facilities for users of the Village Hall.
Hook Meadow regularly hosts a number of village events such as the now annual Party in the Park, a
visiting open-air theatre and summer fetes and concerts. Hook Meadow is also home to a popular
children’s playground that was extensively renovated three years ago.
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The Farnham Road Recreation Ground
This is widely used as a recreational ground for local and visiting football teams of all ages, for dog
agility training and more recently
is being regularly used by a club
for drone racing. There is a small
pavilion which was renovated by
the Parish Council in 2018.
Further opportunities to develop
the recreational use of the site
are always under consideration
by the Parish Council.

Figure 15 Views across the Recreation Ground

Old Parsonage Meadow
The Crondall Conservation Area Appraisal Document, December 2016 notes that “The Old Parsonage
Meadow, though private, is also important in that it provides a visible green and rural open space in
the centre of the village and is also particularly notable for the many mature trees which lie within
the field and also mark its boundaries.”
Old Parsonage Meadow is a
privately-owned open space in the
centre of the village that can be
viewed from Croft Lane. The height
of bordering hedges along Croft
Lane have not been maintained and
now restrict the views into and
beyond what is an historically open
space in the heart of the
Conservation Area. The site is of
particular historical significance to
the development of the village.
Figure 16. View across Old Parsonage Meadow from Croft Lane

The Crondall Conservation Area Appraisal Document 2016 also notes that “Views across The Old
Parsonage Meadow from Croft Lane and Church Lych gate are also important, terminating in the
mature trees which add so much to the sylvan character of the Conservation Area, and adding to the
village’s rural character.”
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The Crondall Conservation Area Appraisal
Document 2016 states that “The principal
spatial feature of the Crondall
Conservation Area is provided by the Ushape of medieval streets (Church Street,
The Borough, and Dippenhall Street)
which create the village centre. Historic
maps confirm that these were, and to a
degree still are, narrow country lanes
with many of the buildings butting up
close to the edge of the road without any
pavements”
Recent research by the
Crondall Society shows that the
village and its Conservation Area have a rare and important role in our understanding of the
evolution of the village over 900 years and the development of the English vernacular village house
over a period of 600 years.
Figure 2 View from the Lych Gate across Old Parsonage Meadow

The Saxon manor of Crondall, divided into tithings, has at its core the Crondall Tithing, consisting of
church, manor house and home farm, together with the village houses of the Borough and Pankridge
Street. Set on the lane connecting church and manor house to the village houses, the home farm
house (now Old Parsonage) was surrounded by its farm buildings (part of which survive) and its
secure inner field (now Old Parsonage Meadow). The eastern edge of this field was the tithing
boundary, beyond which were the tenanted farms, served by their own track (now Dippenhall
Street) leading up the Harroway and on to Farnham The Steward of the Manor had his own house in
the corner of the field (now Greensleeves) otherwise all houses were beyond the farmed lands of
the home farm which remained intact for centuries, forming the hub around which the village grew.
This early framework of the village remains basically unchanged since Saxon and Norman times, the
streets infilled over the centuries, its houses not greatly enlarged or altered beyond recognition, all
combining to show the evolution of the vernacular English village house.
Its value rests in it being the surviving element of an ancient open land within the built area of
Crondall. As a significant sized piece of open land, a remnant of the village’s historical past, it
contributes materially to the character and appearance of the core of the village ..
Old Parsonage Meadow has been subject to several planning applications all of which have been
refused planning permission. Two proposals were dismissed at appeal. The relevant application
history is shown in Appendix 2.
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The Churchyard and Burial Ground
The Churchyard is also in the heart of the Crondall
Conservation Area and one of the most notable
views is from All Saints’ Churchyard across Croft
Lane to Hook Meadow and beyond. Many of the
views within and outside the village terminate on
the tower of All Saints’ Church.
The Churchyard has historical significance in relation
to All Saints Church which is a Grade 1 listed
building. That part of the churchyard immediately
surrounding the church is closed for burials whilst
the portion to the east is managed for burials by the
Parish Council. The Church is set upon a high point in
the Parish and its churchyard surrounds the ancient
building. A cruciform church of late Saxon, early
Norman period predates the current building and is
notable by the flint and mortar wall on the line of
the south aisle arcade. The north Isle window and
fragmentary string course is Norman. The south
Figure 3. All Saints Church
th
doorway with roll moulding is 12 century, as is the
door. The chancel and clerestory are early English (or early 13th century).

west

The War Memorial, which is the
focus of annual Remembrance
Day ceremonies is also located
here.
Trees are an important feature
in the churchyard and around
its boundary, as well as an
avenue of limes which connects
the church to Croft Lane.

Figure 4. The Churchyard
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School Playing Fields
The playing fields are an important outdoor educational and recreational facility for Crondall Primary
School pupils and are used on a daily basis. They are sited securely within the school boundary and
are additionally used for the
annual school fete, regular
sports events and other fundraising activities. They also
provide Conservation Area
views from All Saints Church.
Crondall County Primary
School is integral to the social
fabric of the village. It is a
major factor for families to
choose to settle and remain in
the Parish. Relationships built
at school and developed
through sport and play sustain
Figure 20. The School Playing Field viewed from the west
the children into adulthood. The school
celebrated its double centenary in 2018 and
the current site with its playing fields was established 140 years ago in 1878.
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5. Objectively Assessed Housing Needs Report
5.1

Introduction

Guidance from the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) and the Planning
Advisory Service (PAS) suggests that Qualifying Bodies may wish to carry out a Housing and / or
Economic Needs Assessment as part of the Neighbourhood Plan process.
Hart District Council has approved:
1. Crondall Parish Council as the Qualifying Body for the Crondall Neighbourhood Plan
2. Crondall Parish as the area to be covered by the Crondall Neighbourhood Plan.
The Parish Council has established a Working Group to develop the evidence base for, and draft, the
Neighbourhood Plan. The Working Group has identified the need to establish the Objectively
Assessed Housing Need (OAHN) for Crondall Parish; acknowledging that this must be consistent with
the OAHN for Hart District that underpins the housing element of the (emerging) Hart District Local
Plan.

5.2

Neighbourhood Plan Issues

There are two fundamental housing issues the Neighbourhood Plan needs to address:
1. What contribution might the Neighbourhood (Crondall Parish) be expected to make to
meeting the OAHN targets for Hart District in particular and for the SHMA as a whole?
2. What specific needs does Crondall Parish have and how can these be met in a manner that is
consistent with the housing requirements of the (emerging) Local Plan?

5.3

Core Evidence

The principal evidence available is the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) 2016, carried
out for Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath Councils by Wessex Economics. It states that:
“In an urban area and highly accessible rural area as integrated as the HRSH HMA, the key figure is
the overall assessed need for the HMA Area, since in both housing and labour market terms the area
is very well integrated.”
The SHMA 2016 formed the basis of a paper to Hart District Council (HDC) Cabinet on 9 February
2017 entitled “Hart District Council Local Plan 2011-2032 – New Home Target and Distribution for
the Purposes of Preferred Approach (Reg 18) Consultation”. The figures included in the Report
reflected the core OAHN in the SHMA, with some “flexibility” uplifts as a result of policy / strategic
decisions made by the Council.
At the Crondall Parish level, additional evidence is available in the form of:
1. Raw Census Data
2. Responses to the Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire received during January and February
2017
3. Current supply of social housing in Crondall Parish
4. Extracts from the housing waiting list (Housing Register) held by HDC.
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5.4

Strategic Housing Market Area Needs

The SHMA for Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath District Councils suggests that the overall, and
within that the affordable, housing need should be assessed for the SHMA area as a whole –
covering the three Authorities. At the same time, it does identify notional Authority by Authority
targets. The Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAHN) is 1200 homes pa overall for the SHMA,
with 382 being provided in Hart. These include significant (+53%) uplifts from the demographically
assessed starting point of 785 homes because of:
1. Market signals
2. Concealed households (implying a hidden need for Affordable Housing)
3. Employer demand
The Wessex Economics report concludes that such an uplift would improve the affordability of
housing as a whole in the SHMA by increasing supply. The current proportion of households living in
social rented (affordable) housing in the SHMA is 12.3%. The equivalent figure for Crondall Parish is
16%, with a further 8% in private rented accommodation in the Parish.
The report estimates that, within the 1200 homes in total needed per annum in the SHMA; some
380 affordable homes are needed to meet the demographically assessed need, with a further 82
needed to accommodate concealed households. This total of 462 per annum is 38.5% of the total.
It also suggests that, for the SHMA as a whole, around three quarters of new affordable homes
should be one- or two- bedroomed.

5.5

Hart District Council’s Policies and Needs

Discussions with Hart District Council Officers revealed that Hart District Council’s perspectives,
policies, practices and preferences include:
1. There is a shortage of social housing properties for those wishing to downsize
2. HDC would prefer new affordable housing provision to be predominantly two bedded
3. The Housing Register has some 600 people wanting one-bed properties (a combination of
younger individuals and families seeking their first home and older people seeking to
downsize). However, there appears to be an element of “just in case” registrations from
older people – some registrants do not want to move from their current home, but feel they
may have to for practical or financial reasons and have therefore registered.
4. HDC is involved in HARAH – the Hampshire Alliance for Affordable Rural Housing. HDC (and
their partners in HARAH) are consulting with older people about what they want from a
property, and why. A disincentive to downsizing appears to be that new one- or twobedroom properties can be as expensive to rent as older three- bedroom homes
5. HDC would be willing to discuss non-RSL (Registered Social Landlord) rented schemes with
prospective private landlords
6. Nevertheless, HDC look to all landlords (RSL or private) to involve HDC in allocating their
rented properties
7. HDC want to encourage the provision of shared ownership / starter homes. They are looking
for 65% of the 38.5% of Affordable Homes to be (affordable) rented accommodation; with
the remaining 35% being shared ownership. Given the high cost of shared ownership in
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some villages, some Housing Associations are prepared to accept their residents taking a
25%, rather than 40%, share of the ownership.
HDC have indicated that they would be willing, but have yet, to provide an indication of the nature
of social housing provision they would like to see in Crondall.

Crondall Parish’s possible contribution to the SHMA OAHN

5.6

Appendix 1, Table 2 of The HDC Cabinet Report of 9 February 2017 proposes an allocation of 66 new
homes for Crondall Parish, “To be allocated through Neighbourhood Plan”.
The figure is higher than the 46 new homes previously discussed in public meetings on HDC’s
Housing Options consultation, held by the Parish Council in 2016. The increase to an extent reflects
HDC’s decision to incorporate uplifts into the overall figures. However, discussion with East
Hampshire District Council officers indicates that the figure of 66 houses for Crondall was not
derived by an objective process. The figure is simply the assessed capacity of SHLA 74 which, prior
to delegating identification of locations in Crondall to the Neighbourhood Planning process, Hart
District Council proposed should be designated for development in the Local Plan.
The figure of 66 houses for Crondall is arguably open to challenge and should certainly be treated
very much as a maximum. In assessing whether Crondall Parish is capable of absorbing such an
increase, the Neighbourhood Plan might wish to consider whether the addition of 66 houses would
enable the community to maintain and / or enhance the essential character of the Parish.
Whatever the total figure for additional housing in the Parish, the Neighbourhood Plan also needs
to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Deliver an appropriate balance between market and affordable housing
Make provision for identified local housing need
Achieve a suitable mix of house sizes
Secure commitments / funding from the new developments to mitigate their impact on /
improve infrastructure (especially traffic and drainage) in the Parish

The following section addresses these local issues.

5.7

Crondall Parish’s Specific Housing Needs

Some Qualifying Bodies have carried out specific Housing Needs Surveys (e.g. using the standard
DEFRA Housing Needs Survey) as part of the NP process. It is unrealistic to do this in Crondall
because:
1. Respondents have only recently completed an extensive questionnaire to provide evidence
for the Neighbourhood Plan as a whole. This questionnaire included sections on housing mix
and quality but did not (nor could it realistically) delve into detailed housing need
2. In May 2017, HDC opened Reg 18 Consultation on their Preferred Approach to New Home
Targets and Distribution as part of the wider consultation on the Draft Local Plan
3. Leaving sufficient time after the above exercises to avoid consultation fatigue and / or
confusion would not provide enough time to carry out and analyse a Crondall Parish-specific
Housing Needs Survey within the agreed timetable for completing the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Despite the absence of a specific, 2017 Housing Needs Survey for Crondall Parish, the following
evidence base is available to inform local Housing Need:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Raw Census Data (principally 2011)
Schedule of properties currently managed by Registered Social Landlords (RSLs)
Extracts from the current Housing Register
Responses to the Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire received during January and February
2017

Census data from 2011 indicates that Crondall, in comparison with Hart as a whole, has:
1. A higher percentage of households in social housing (16% in Crondall / 8% in Hart as a
whole) (Housing tenure)
2. A higher percentage of households with lead respondents who are 65 or over (34% / 27%)
(Population age)
3. A higher proportion of five-bedroomed households (15% / 9%), and a lower proportion of
one-bedroomed households (4.6% / 6.4%) (Housing type)
The social housing stock is managed by two RSLs. Sentinel Housing manage all homes, except the
Rural Exception Site provision on Lefroy’s Field, which is managed by English Rural Housing. The
breakdown of the properties is as follows:
Provider

Sentinel
English
Rural
Housing

1
bed
Flat
6

1 bed
Bungalow

2 Bed
Bungalow

2 bed
House

3 bed
Bungalow

3 bed
House

4 bed
House

TOTAL

4

2
bed
Flat
7

39

15
5

1

27
2

2

101
7

6

4

7

39
66

20

1

29

2
2

108
108

10

30

Table 11. Breakdown of social housing provision in Crondall Parish

The latest Housing Register figures (1 April 2017) show that, of the 27 people on the register who
have stated that they have an address in, or a connection with, Crondall:
• 13 are looking for a one-bedroom property
• 8 for a two-bedroom property
• 6 for a three-bedroom property
Assuming that the Neighbourhood Plan aims to accommodate somewhere between 46 and 66 new
dwellings in total, and that the proportion of Social Housing is the same as that proposed for the
SHMA as a whole (38.5%), then between 18 and 25 dwellings would be social housing. On the
further reasonable assumption that not all those on the Housing Register would take up an offer of a
home in Crondall Parish, provision would be of the order of that required to accommodate those
currently on the Housing Register and wishing to live in Crondall.
It should also be noted that:
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•

•

Hart District Council informally acknowledges that 30% (rather than 38.5%) Social Housing
provision may be more realistic. This would require between 14 and 20 Social Housing units
in Crondall Parish.
In addition to the Social Housing managed by Sentinel and English Rural Housing, the 2011
Census recorded 54 privately rented properties in the Parish. At least one private landlord
with significant holdings has a policy of favouring tenants with local connections and / or
who need to live long-term in the Parish.

The Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire sought views on the type of housing respondents would like
to see in Crondall. Key findings were that:
• 86% or respondents wanted affordable housing
• 84% wanted entry-level housing
• 77% wanted mid-sized housing
• 72% wanted homes for downsizing
• Only 15% wanted large (4 or 5 bedroomed) houses

5.8

Summary

The evidence above suggests that a housing strategy for Crondall broadly consistent with the SHMA
and emerging Local Plan would also be acceptable to the Parish. In broad terms:
1. Whatever total figure for new homes in Crondall Parish is eventually agreed, between 30
and 38.5 percent should be social housing (with the result that Crondall Parish would
continue to have a higher proportion of social housing than Hart District as a whole)
2. There should be a preference for the provision of one- and two-bed properties, whether
market or social housing. This supply would cater both for new households forming in the
Parish and for those seeking to downsize.
One of the reasons why Crondall Parish is such a popular and vibrant community is that residents
tend to commit to living in the village for a long time and invest in the community. Some 70% of
respondents to the Neighbourhood Plan have lived in the Parish for more than 10 years. This longerterm residency is to be encouraged as it helps to nurture a stable, yet dynamic, community.
Households need to be able to grow in size (with an increase in the number of children) or downsize
(e.g. as children leave home). It is appropriate, and consistent with views expressed by respondents
to the Questionnaire, for the Neighbourhood Plan to seek provision of additional housing within the
Parish that facilitates this.
Furthermore, with the higher than average 65+ population, it can be argued that some preference
should be given to the provision of sheltered housing / assisted living in the form of 1 or 2
bedroomed apartments the new homes proposed (whether market or social). This would accord
with the SHMA; within HDC’s preferences, and with the desire expressed through the
Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire responses for provision for downsizing.
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5.9

Conclusion

The Neighbourhood Plan will provide a context within which future housing provision in Crondall
needs to:
1. Contribute to the overall needs identified in the SHMA Report for housing in Hart (380 units
p.a.)
2. Recognise that, whilst the market is likely to be able to assess the appropriate mix of market
homes, it is appropriate to indicate to the market the mix of housing the community feels it
needs to thrive
3. Reasonably reflect the percentage of households living in affordable homes within the SHMA
as a whole, whilst.
a. Looking to provide for latent households in Crondall.
b. Catering for the specific needs of the older members of the community
4. Provide the mix of housing sizes that facilitates full-life living in Crondall for those who wish
to be long-term residents – whether in market or affordable housing.
In conclusion, the draft NP should adopt the following position:
1. The total for new homes should not exceed the 66 proposed in the HDC Cabinet Report of
9th February 2017.
2. The market can to a degree be allowed to identify the appropriate mix of market house
sizes, but:
a. There should be an assumption against large (especially 5-bed) houses
b. Developments must respect and integrate with the setting in which they are built in
terms of housing density, design and character
3. Although Crondall already has a higher proportion of socially rented housing than Hart
District as a whole, there is an apparent need for further social housing in the Parish,
especially in the form of smaller (one- or two-bedroom) units
4. New one- or two-bedroom unit provision – whether market or social housing – should
include assessing the potential for sheltered housing / assisted living units
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Appendix 1: Site Scoring Results
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Appendix 2: Planning History for Old Parsonage Meadow
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

1983 Application for 24 dwellings refused. A subsequent appeal was dismissed in 1984. The
Planning Inspector stated that “Any development on the site would be detrimental to the
Conservation Area and would run contrary to the traditional layout of the Hampshire villages
which in the main is linear. The land was the Glebe belong to the Church possibly since
AD965 and as such was maintained as an attractive open space used for agricultural
purposes.”
March 1997. Application for 5 detached dwellings and garages, withdrawn
January 2000. Application for 14 dwellings refused by Hart District Council
April 2001. Application for 14 dwellings refused by Hart District Council
March 2003. Application for 23 dwellings refused by Hart District Council. Subsequently
dismissed at Appeal in 2004 where the Planning Inspector gave the reason of the
“development’s damaging effect on the character and visual qualities of the Conservation
Area”.
December 2015. Application for 14 houses refused by Hart District Council stating that “The
site is important area of visual open space which contributes to the settlement and forms a
valuable aesthetic and historical element within the settlement. The proposed development
would not preserve or enhance the special character of the Crondall Conservation Area and
the adverse impacts arising from harm to the Crondall Conservation Area, would significantly
and demonstrably outweigh any economic and social benefits arising from this development.
There is therefore, no justification for overriding the presumption in favour of preservation
and so when assessed as a whole, the development would not constitute sustainable
development for which there is otherwise a presumption in favour in the National Planning
Policy Framework. The proposal is thereby contrary to Hart District Local Plan Saved policies
RUR20(ii) and CON13.”
June 2017. A Pre-Application discussion for 8 houses with public car park and wildflower
meadow was considered by Hart District Council and they stated that their comments
submitted in relation to the application for 14 houses submitted in 2015 still held true. In
addition, the response stated that “Whilst the scheme (layout, number of units and
landscaping) differs from that set out in the 2015 scheme, the principle against developing
this 'meadow', in that it would cause harm, more pertinently for my consideration, to the
conservation area, remains. By allowing its development, harm would be caused to the
conservation area through the loss of the 'meadow' or the spaces' open character. The
importance and contribution of the 'meadow' being reinforced and reiterated in the recently
updated Crondall Conservation Area review and the accompanying supplementary planning
policy document which was recently adopted in 2016.”and “As such, my opinion remains
consistent that, at present, in the absence of any material changes in planning policy which
would allow this site to be considered favourably for development, an objection to the
principle to development remains.
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